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Three Things Each of Us Possess:
________
____________
______________
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From a statistical perspective, ____ percent of all Jesus said or taught
that is recorded was related to this subject of treasures. That is a greater
percentage than His teachings on heaven and hell combined. The
reason Jesus put such a strong emphasis on money and material
possessions is because there is a fundamental _____________ between
someone’s spiritual status and how he or she handles financial matters.
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Reference: Luke 3:7-14 (see screen)
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Three different groups wanted John the Baptist to tell them what to do in
order to demonstrate repentance. John told each group something
different but all three answers are related:
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He told a generic group to _______________ clothes
and food to the poor - verse eleven.
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He told a group of tax collectors from the Roman
government ______ to collect additional taxes from
people who didn’t owe additional taxes - verse thirteen.
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He told a group of soldiers to be ____________ with
their current wages and not to extort money from people
through intimidation - verse fourteen.
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TREASURE PRINCIPLE:
We can’t take it with us but we can ________ ____ on ahead.
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It’s not that earth’s treasures might be lost but that earth’s treasures are
___________ ultimately going to be lost.
Reference: II Peter 3:10 (see screen)
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It is an irrefutable fact that we can’t take anything with us
References: Job 1:21a and I Timothy 6:7 (see screen)
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